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Diwali Bonanza

The more you praise and celebrate your life, the more there is in life to celebrate.

- Oprah Winfrey

The most awaited festival, Diwali was celebrated with great pomp and show at DPS, GBN.
To commemorate this auspicious occasion, the school held a grand Diwali Bonanza on
November 4, 2023. The school premises were adorned with beautiful rangoli, colourful
decorations, luminous lights, dazzling stalls, fun rides, and enthusiastic smiles, creating
a festive ambience. The highlights of the event were the stalls showcasing the diverse
cultural heritage of India. It was a visual treat visiting the stalls, which featured
everything from clothing to accessories to traditional crafts to home décor to delectable
mouthwatering delicacies. Everyone was engaged in the fun games and activities at the
Bonanza which was a hive of excitement. The event not only celebrated the triumph of
light over darkness but also strengthened the bonds of unity and togetherness within our
school community. The memories of this grand celebration will be cherished by all,
reminding us of the beauty and significance of Diwali for days to come.
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Celebration of Lights

Life should not only be lived, but it should also be celebrated. - Osho

The festival of lights came alive at Delhi Public school, GBN on Friday, November 10,
2023, when the children as well as the teachers of Grades 1 and 2 were sparkling in their
traditional outfits and were highly enthusiastic for their virtual Diwali Celebration. The
story and purpose behind the celebration of this grand festival was narrated to the
children by the teachers. The session brought together our little ones for many fun-filled
activities. With their creative skills and smiles, they decorated their diyas in the comfort
of their own homes and joyfully flaunted it to their friends and teachers. Everyone eagerly
waits for Diwali in order to have lots of fun and pleasure but with the conscious of
celebrating this festival without any harm to the environment, children pledged to
celebrate Green Diwali by not burning the firecrackers. As the children donned their
traditional attire and grooved on their favourite diwali songs, there was an air of
festiveness that was permeated with music and colours. As a festival cannot be
commemorated without sweets and delicacies,our little munchkins were indulged in
delectable treats of their choice. They had a day filled with fun and frolic.
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Tasty Bites
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“Cooking with kids is not just about ingredients, recipes, and cooking. It's about

harnessing imagination, empowerment, and creativity” - Guy Fieri

Hands on cooking activities help in cognitive development of the children. Following
recipes encourages children to be self-directed and independent, it also teaches them to
develop problem-solving skills. In the light of these thoughts, our young dipsites of
grade-1 enthusiastically participated in the 'Tasty bites' activity held in the month of
November 2023, to hone their culinary skills. The young chefs participated with zest and
fondness. It was a visual treat to see their creative ideas as they garnished nutritious yet
very tasty monacco biscuits with different toppings. The children were beaming with joy
when their biscuits looked so colourful loaded with veggies, sprouts and their favourite
cheese. They relished it along with their peers and teachers as it was healthy as well as
very tasty. The kids felt quite accomplished and learnt some important life skills while
doing this activity. This activity not only fostered their inner creativity but also helped
them to discover new areas of interest. It was indeed a memorable activity as the
teachers and children enjoyed making a healthy snack together.
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Dipsites got Talent

Talent is nothing without dedication and discipline, and dedication and discipline is a

talent in itself. - Luke Campbell

Talent is described as a natural ability or aptitude and a capacity for achievement or
success. Talent is demonstrated in a variety of ways, through writing, musical abilities,
dance, drama and artistry. As a continuation of this thought and in alignment with
Sustainable development goal-Quality Education, we at DPS, GBN organized a talent
show for our Grade 2 students. The activity provided the children with a valuable
opportunity to showcase their abilities and skills in different areas.

and praise-worthy acts
Their sense of accomplishment and personal growth was enhanced by this event. We
were captivated by the melodious voices of the singers and spellbound by the
mesmerizing moves and infectious energy of our talented dancers. It was an impressive
display of children's abilities. Their amazing performances illuminated the stage. The
talent show left the audience in awe when they witnessed back to back spectacular
performances. There was a great deal of evidence of our young learner's dedication and
hard work in their performances.

The children flaunted
their talents beautifully with the help of dance, music, paintings, .
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Let's Celebrate Childhood

“The children of today will make the India of tomorrow. The way we bring them up will

determine the future of the country” – Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru

Children's day is a beautiful occasion to remember and celebrate the famous thoughts of
Chacha Nehru. He considered children as the real strength of a nation and foundation of
the society. This day also serves to increase awareness about the care, education, and
rights of children.The love and care that we give to our children today, disregard of their
social and economic status, will bloom as the fate of our country tomorrow. Every child
has the right to celebrate his childhood and make memories, keeping these thoughts in
mind our primary teachers of grades 1 and 2 organised a fun-filled day for our little
bundles of joy. The kids were looking splendid as they were all dressed up in their best
party outfits. They were thrilled and delighted to see that their teachers were all set to
play lot of fun games with them. Not only this, the teachers narrated a famous story- ‘The
Clever Rabbit and The Foolish Lion’ to the children through shadow play. Children were
amazed to see the marvellous shadow play, they squealed with excitement and
applauded the efforts of their teachers. The excitement level went too high when our little
dipsites danced their heart out with their friends and teachers on their favourite party
songs. Lastly, the little munchkins relished their party food and were surprised with small
children's day gifts and chocolates from their teachers. The whole event was delightful,
full of laughter, fun, beautiful moments and gave us imperishable memories.
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Achiever's Gallery

“Every artist was first an amateur” - Ralph Waldo Emerson

Success, glory and medals reigned the month of November as our young Dipsites made
our school proud in Inter- School Competition ' SYNERGIA-HARMONISING TALENT-2023'
held at SKS World School, Noida. Ahaana Gupta of Grade 1- A and Arshaan Khan of Grade
2-H bagged Third position in the event 'DARE TO DRESS'. Our young performers stole
everyone's heart with their unique sense of dressing. Their confidence level was highly
commendable as they draped a very elegant and stylish newspaper dress. We are
exultant of our young achievers for giving such incredible performances and made us
triumphant.
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